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The Brand Innovation Lab  
 

12 steps to accelerate growth inspired by the 
world’s most innovative brands 
 
How can your brand be your catalyst for growth? … New insights from the 
world’s best brands to challenge and inspire your thinking … with Peter Fisk, 
global business expert, author, and professor of strategy and marketing 
 

 
 

What can you learn from Airbnb to Burberry, RedBull and Tesla to 
innovate your own brand’s future? This is not a normal workshop, with all 
the usual models and case studies about Levi 501s from decades ago. This is 
about what is happening in the world right now, with the best brands, and how 
you can practically apply the best ideas to your own business, for real impact. 
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The Brand Innovation Lab is for marketing leaders to rethink their brands and 
marketing in fast-changing environments. Learning from the best ideas of the world’s 
leading brands - developing new insights and ideas to rethink, refocus and 
reenergise your brand in today’s markets. 

Fast and fresh, stretching and practical … the workshop will be is about new insights 
and ideas from the best brands of today – learning how they are shaking up markets 
and expectations right now. Brand and innovation expert Peter Fisk of GeniusWorks 
and IE Business School, facilitates the high-energy, high-participation learning 
experience, developing a practical roadmap for the future of your own brand. 

 

Part 1: Dare to Dream 

The future factory … Brands with purpose and ambition, 
shaping markets in your own vision. 

• Step 1: Disruptive vision … The Tesla Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration …  The vision of Elon Musk, making electric cars 
sexy, direct retail to the Supercharger network, Hyperloops and Powerwalls. 

o Practical ideas and applications … How to develop a more disruptive vision of 
your changing markets, and to win by designing the future on your terms. 

 
• Step 2: Obsessive focus … The Apple Way  

 
o New insights and inspiration …  We all know the story of Apple, but how does it 

continue to innovate after Steve Jobs, and build its brand? 
o Practical ideas and applications … How to apply ruthless focus and simplicity to 

your best ideas, in a way that shapes markets and inspires humanity. 
 

• Step 3: Deeper insight … The Airbnb Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration …  From renting out air beds, to more rooms than 
Hilton Hotels, how to build a trusted platform that brings people together.  

o Practical ideas and applications … How to make sense of changing consumer 
behaviours, connect people in new ways, and win in the sharing economy. 
 

• Step 4: Iconic meaning … The Red Bull Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration …  adrenalin-fuelled Red Bull is much more than a 
drink – it became a media company, building its brand beyond mere products. 

o Practical ideas and applications … How to make develop practical ways to build 
brands beyond products, to engage people in bigger ideas.  
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Part 2: Innovate and Inspire 

The design studio … Brands harnessing tech and humanity 
to innovate business models and experiences. 

• Step 5: Parallel worlds … The Umpqua Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration …  the bank inspired by Starbucks and Gap, 
redesigning everything from products to service, language and interiors. 

o Practical ideas and applications … How to learn from the experiences of your 
own consumers in parallel sectors, to find new ideas that already work. 

 
• Step 6: Experiential design … The Burberry Way 

 
o New insights and inspiration … from classic logo to iconic experience, engaging 

audiences more deeply by fusing digital and physical across multi-channels.  
o Practical ideas and applications … rethink your physical and digital brand 

experience to be more participative and personal. 
 

• Step 7: Crowd participation… The Threadless Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration … Crowdsourcing, co-creation and competitions to 
create the coolest t-shorts in the world, and sell more every month. 

o Practical ideas and applications … Embracing collaboration to build your brand 
with your consumers, by them and about them, building loyalty and advocacy. 
 

• Step 8: Building communities … The Nike Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration … from a waffle-inspired vision, to doing more for 
everyone with Nike Considered to Nike+, Rockstar Workouts and Fitness Club  

o Practical ideas and applications … how to build communities that go beyond 
social media, enabling people to do more together. 

 

Part 3: Engage and Enable 

The story-board … Brands engaging people in the best 
stories, and delivering experiences that do more. 

• Step 9: Creative storytelling … The Mercedes Benz Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration … Mercedes Benz set up an in-house agency, to 
drive better stories faster and further.  

o Practical ideas and applications … How to rethink brand communication in an 
always-on, real-time world of distracted and discerning consumers. 
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• Step 10: Liquid content … The Coca Cola Way 

 
o New insights and inspiration … Learn from Coke’s “liquid and linked” brand 

communications, staying fresh with will.i.am and Ekocycle. 
o Practical ideas and applications … How redefine brands as stories, that are 

relevant, flexible and evolving - and the role of marketers as storytellers 
 

• Step 11: Empathetic delivery … The Starbucks Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration … Learn from Starbucks Reserve, and how big 
brand keep innovating - pouring one cup at a time, Moby Dick lives on 

o Practical ideas and applications … exploreing how brands stay connected to the 
world - caring, responsible and doing more.  
 

• Step 12: Fast growth … The Rapha Way 
 

o New insights and inspiration …  Cycling Clubs for lycra-clad enthusiasts, 
drinking coffee and talking about tours, with Paul Smith and Team Sky. 

o Practical ideas and applications … Building brand experiences and 
communities around real people, to drive and sustain fast growth. 

 
Each case study progresses through the 12 steps of brand innovation, with specific 
inspiration from one leading brand and its most recent innovations. These insights are fresh 
and real-time, making sense of what is happening right now, rather than the old case studies 
which you have heard before. It is then about applying their best ideas to our own brands, 
through appropriate tools and templates. Together, over the 12 sessions, we build a practical, 
relevant and new roadmap for your brand and its future. This is a shortened version of the 3 
day executive development program by Peter Fisk which is available to companies. There are 
also a range of other development programs and consulting solutions for leadership, business 
strategy, innovation and marketing. 
 
Peter Fisk is a global thought leader - an expert in strategy, innovation and marketing. 
Starting his career as a nuclear physicist, he went on to work for and with many of the world’s 
leading brands – from Concorde to Coca Cola, Red Bull and Santander, Virgin and Vodafone. He 
is founder and CEO of GeniusWorks, the London-based strategy and innovation consulting 
firm, and visiting professor at IE Business School in Madrid. His 7 books have been 
translated into 35 languages, including the new book “Gamechangers: Are you ready to 
change the world?”   Peter is an inspiring keynote speaker, highly experienced facilitator and 
practical coach, and he was recently included in the Thinkers 50 Guru Radar of the best 
business thinkers.   Find out more at theGeniusWorks.com 
 


